
Wining is not everything but wanting to win is…
The story of special persons who curved out his fate through Livelihood
Enhancement and Protection (LEP) Project

Very sober conversation an educated blind whose name is Sajjad Khral and is the resident of
Union Council Sarishta Thal district Layyah. He is a special unique and struggling man because
he could see the world inside and the realities of life better as compare to us the eyed men .His
wife is also blind and in spite of this he never gives up his struggle to cope with miserable life
conditions. He is the father of his 02 normal children who are not going to school for getting the
education. He has the passion to do for his fellow being but the lack of guidance and the capital
is the main hurdle in his objective.

He has learnt the art of chair knitting from Multan at free of cost. He has the ability to operate
the computer and very easily can operate the mobile phone .He has also the art to make candles
with packing and packaging. Due to unavailability of resources and opportunities he was much
depress because he could not express his natural abilities to earn his livelihood.

Sajjad Khral is the talented man who has different arts to earn his livelihood he is also passionate
to trainee and help his others blinds friends but the lack of capital investment, the giddiness and
the capacity building of him the major requirements are now being provided by the ADO.
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ADO conducted his survey and through PSC he was declared as an ultra poor after LIP he was
given the EDT. He very attentively listen the training and recorded it also. After getting the
training he was provided the requirements related to his art so that he may establish his own
business.

Here the hurdles were again in his task he cannot manage the shop alone so he decided to include
his normal brother in his business.

His brother is his partner, he at the shop manages and maintains the shop and deal with the
customers but he being an artisan Sajjad knits the chairs at the shop. His shop gradually begins to
flourish and he included the other special persons in his work. The free of cost training stared at
his shop and the shop converted into a small training centre for special persons…

His brother picks the order and he repair and knit the chairs trained the other special persons
also. Now he is earning the profit here and his children started going to school. But the journey
not ends here…

Now he is also a trainer who is training 05 poor special persons who were living in his
neighborhood.

The question now still remains they themselves will sustain in this massive achievement or
anyone will join the hands with them to lead them to the world of light …???
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